NOTE: An Area or Group of Areas seeking approval to change Region by the World Service Conference must submit a completed Petition to Change Region. If you cannot provide the information within the space enclosed, please attach separate documents or information as necessary.

1. Have two-thirds of all the GSR’s from the Area approved this petition in person or in writing?

2. Have two-thirds of all the Delegates from the Areas approved this petition in person or in writing?

3. Reasons or needs to change Region: (attach separate sheet if necessary)

4. Proposed Region change:

5. Attach map of regional geographic division of Area(s) as it now exists.

6. Attach a map and written description of regional geographic division of Area(s) as they will exist if a Region change is allowed.

7. Total population in proposed changed to Region:

8. Total population in proposed old Region:

9. C.A. population in proposed changed to Region:

10. C.A. population remaining in proposed old Region:

11. Number of C.A. groups in proposed changed to Region:
    [Attach meeting schedule(s)]

12. Number of C.A. groups remaining in proposed old Region:
    [Attach meeting schedule(s)]

13. Attach a brief five year history of relationships between C.A. groups and membership, and your Area to the proposed old Region.

14. Attach a brief five year history of relationships between C.A. groups and membership, and your area to the proposed changed to Region.
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15. Relationship with proposed old Region:
   a. Distance traveled and time involved to nearest Regional assembly?

   b. What would changing regions accomplish?

16. Relationship with proposed changed to Region:
   a. Distance traveled and time involved to nearest Regional assembly?

17. What impact would this proposed change have on the proposed old Region?

18. What impact would this proposed change have on the changed to Region?

19. Additional comments / special problems: